
Second Test of Basic Skills

A202/A598/I211 Second Summer 2005

Lindley Hall 102 3:30-5:15pm (August 3, 2005)

There are three parts to this exam. Please work carefully through the
problems. The exam is closed book and closed notes. Write legibly and
please sign your paper(s). You have 105 minutes. Good luck and do well.

Problem One.
Write a method that reads a text file and reports all the words in the file

that start with a vowel, one word per line.

> Exam.words("Exam.java")
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Problem Two.
Write a method that accepts a String argument and returns true if the

argument is a palindrome, and false otherwise.

> Exam.palindrome("madamimadam")

true

> Exam.palindrome("abba ")

false
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> Exam.palindrome("abba")

true

> Exam.palindrome("aboba")

true

> Exam.palindrome("abfba")

true

> Exam.palindrome("sdjyc fgws")

false

> Exam.palindrome("sdjyjds")

true

>

Problem Three.
Consider a class Room with accessor methods getName() and getArea(),

that return values for the attributes they suggest. Define a static method
getLargestRoom() that takes a mansion (a two dimensional array of Rooms)
and returns the room with the most square footage. Your method must work
properly no matter how many rooms are in the mansion. If there are no rooms
in the mansion (or the mansion does not exist, i.e., it is null), then your method
getLargestRoom() should return null.

> Room[][] mansion = new Room[2][3];

> mansion.length

2

> mansion[0].length

3

> mansion[1].length

3

> mansion[0][0] = new Room("One", 1.3);

> mansion[0][1] = new Room("Two", 2.3);

> mansion[0][2] = new Room("Three", 3.0);

> mansion[1][0] = new Room("One-1", 1.8);

> mansion[1][1] = new Room("Two-1", 4.2);

> mansion[1][2] = new Room("Three-1", 0.8);

> Exam.getLargestRoom(mansion).getName()

"Two-1"

> mansion[0][1] = new Room("updated-Two", 4.3);

> Exam.getLargestRoom(mansion).getName()

"updated-Two"

> Exam.getLargestRoom(null)

null

> Exam.getLargestRoom(new Room[0][0])

null
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